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Our Fave Caribbean Festivals

Groovefest
The onset of winter can be a frightening time for everyone, but a
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little Caribbean sunshine and a few house beats go a long way
towards cheering us up. Bring on super-swank festival Groovefest,
then, which takes place in a five-star, all-inclusive resort on the
glorious beaches of the Dominican Republic. The perfect way to
top up the tan and drain the bank balance before the big freeze. 

Feeling flush? Click  HERE.

SXMusic
Want to party on a beach only metres below the menacing belly
of an incoming jet? Of course you do! SXMusic is the naughtily-
named but perfectly-formed party that all sun, fun and aviation-
lovers have been waiting for. With an array of great DJs playing
across the pristine beaches of St Martin's, it's not just the planes
that'll be drawing the crowds at this little gem. 

Flying high? Click  HERE.
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Tobago Jazz Experience
The tiny island of Tobago, better known as the "and Tobago"
addendum to big-name next door island Trinidad, knows how to
have fun all on its own. The Tobago Jazz Experience is spread all
across the island, and also features food and, inexplicably, goat
racing. Janelle Monáe and John Legend have both performed –
not bad for a such a little island.

Feeling jazzy? Click  HERE.

To get more FESTive, click  HERE. 
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Get in the Mood for Something Mulled with our Moody Autumn Playlist
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Bruce Springsteen wasn't always The
Boss. Once, he was just a humble
rocker with moderate success and a
gnarly hat. Fond of packing light,
laughing with his bandmates and
wearing the same shirt every day, this
is Springsteen as we've seldom seen
him before. In these images, taken
from Barbara Pyle's book Bruce
Springsteen & The E Street Band
1975 (published by Real Art Press),
Festival Baby takes a glimpse into the
early life of one of music's greats. 

Like what you see? Click  HERE.
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Col–Aberations

Everyone's got one of those weird
friends. You know the one - Tim who
sneaks heavy glitch music onto your
party playlist, or Ermentrude who
smells inexplicably sulphurous after a
night out. There's nothing wrong with a
weird friend per se, but can you
imagine recording a single with Eggy
Ermentrude? Didn't think so. Read on
for some unlucky celebs who thought it
was a good idea to collaborate outside
their comfort zones. 

A bit weird? Click  HERE.

London Calling

London: city of the Westfield Shopping
Centre, Leyton Orient FC, the Elephant
and Castle roundabout and
innumerable Chicken Cottages. But did
you know that London has produced
some decent musicians over the years
as well? We know – where does it find
the time? For the lowdown on little-
known London acts from The Kinks to
David Bowie, The Pogues to Kate
Bush, take a look at our 10 Great Acts
From London.

City slicker? Click  HERE.

BST Beasting It

Festival Baby favourite British Summer
Time has a very strong record for acts,
and 2016 is going to be no different.
With news breaking this week of a
stellar line up including Mumford and
Sons, Alabama Shakes and Wolf
Alice, alongside headliner Robbie
Williams, this year will be a fantastic
mish-mash of hotly-tipped edge and
well-established family favourites. Read
on for more info on the line up and how
to get tickets.

Already summery? Click  HERE.
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Win a pair of
priceless*

Sennheiser
headphones

*Retail price
£119.99

Win these super
swanky denim
headphones by
answering one
insultingly easy

question. Yeah, go
on. You know you

want to. 
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For the chance to win other great prizes, CLICK HERE

 
This email is from Square Up Media Ltd whose registered office is at 4 Tun Yard, Peardon St, London SW8 3HT.

You have received this email because at some point in your life you made the wise and insightful decision to sign up to our
newsletter. Don't remember doing it? Well, you were probably drunk or something.

If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, please unsubscribe
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